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Welcome
The 2021 Louisiana SHRM Diversity & Inclusion Summit is going virtual! The Louisiana
Society for Human Resources (Louisiana SHRM), an affiliate of the Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM), is proud to present our 6th Annual Diversity &
Inclusion Summit, February 25 and 26, 2021.
The need for discussion and action around Diversity, Equity & Inclusion in business has
never been greater. While we cannot be together in person this year, we can be
Virtually Together as we strive to make meaningful progress in these areas.
The Louisiana SHRM Diversity & Inclusion Summit will bring together human resource
professionals, diversity practitioners, legal professionals and business, civic &
community leaders from across the state.

Mark your calendars for February 25 and 26, 2021, and plan to join Louisiana SHRM for
two exciting days with us Networking, Sharing, Learning and Growing!
Perry Sholes, SHRM-SCP, SPHR
Louisiana SHRM Diversity Director
Sandy Michelet, SHRM-SCP, SPHR
Louisiana SHRM State Council Director

Follow Louisiana SHRM Diversity on Twitter
@LASHRMDiv
Tweet along today using #LASHRMDiv
http://facebook.com/LouisianaSHRM

LouisianaSHRM.SHRM.org

https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/company/louisiana-shrm

@LA_SHRM

The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), creates better workplaces
where employers and employees thrive together. As the voice of all things work,
workers and the workplace, SHRM is the foremost expert, convener and thought leader
on issues impacting today’s evolving workplaces. With 300,000+ HR and business
executive members in 165 countries, SHRM impacts the lives of more than 115 million
workers and families globally.

The Louisiana Society for Human Resource Management (Louisiana SHRM) is an
affiliate of the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) that functions to
provide leadership, organization, programming and networking to the nine local SHRM
affiliate chapters, ten affiliate student chapters and their more than 1,900 members
throughout the state. For more information on Louisiana SHRM, please visit us at
http://LouisianaSHRM.SHRM.org.
The vision of the Louisiana SHRM Council is to be the voice of the Human Resource
profession throughout Louisiana in matters relating to business, legislative issues, and
professional development.
LASHRM’s mission is to provide Human Resource strategic direction and guidance to
local state chapters, businesses, organizations and the human resource professionals in
our state.
http://facebook.com/LouisianaSHRM

LouisianaSHRM.SHRM.org

https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/company/louisiana-shrm

@LA_SHRM

This Program Has Been Approved for 12.25 hours SHRM
Certification Credit. HRCI General Credit Pending Approval.
Follow Louisiana SHRM Diversity on Twitter
@LASHRMDiv
Tweet along today using #LASHRMDiv

The 2021 Louisiana Society for Human Resource Management
Diversity & Inclusion Summit Agenda
(Subject to Change)

Thursday, February 25, 2021
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM

Exhibit Hall Opening & Networking

3:00 PM – 3:15 PM

Opening & Welcome

3:15 PM – 4:30 PM

Concurrent Breakout Sessions

4:30 PM – 5:30 PM

Break

5:30 PM – 7:30 PM

Welcome Reception & Immersive Networking Experience
Friday, February 26, 2021

8:30 AM – 9:00 AM

Open Exhibit Hall & Networking

9:00 AM – 9:15 AM

Summit Kickoff
Keynote Session
Marques Colston – Strategist | Entrepreneur | Champion

9:15 AM – 10:30 AM
10:30 AM – 10:45 AM

Break / Exhibit Hall

10:45 AM – 12:00 PM

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Lunch
Louisiana SHRM Diversity Award Presentation
Diversity All-Star Panel
Perspectives on Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion in Business
Closing and Door Prize Giveaway

12:00 PM – 1:00 PM
1:00 PM – 2:15 PM
2:15 PM – 2:30 PM

Summit MC
Kyndra Joi
Radio Personality and Program Director of Power 504 Radio/PowerVision TV
Online, Executive Director at I am My Sister

ACCESS ON DEMAND!
NEW! Registration for The 2021 Louisiana SHRM Diversity &
Inclusion includes 24/7, on demand access to all the great content
through March 31st.

ON DEMAND / ON YOUR TIME

Between February 25, 2021 and March 31, 2021, you can view,
learn and earn recertification credit on all 12.25 hours of amazing
content at your leisure.

WELCOME RECEPTION & IMMERSIVE NETWORKING EXPERIENCE
Thursday, February 25th | 5:30 PM – 7:30 PM
Sponsored by Louisiana Chamber of Commerce Foundation, Inc.
From Confederate Symbols to EQUITY in Louisiana!
Panel Discussion with Dr. Jhacova Williams and Mayor Mitch Landrieu to discuss the issues
and challenges related to equity within the state of Louisiana and our opportunities to move
toward and achieve Equity.

Mitch Landrieu

Jhacova Williams

Founder and President
E Pluribus Unum

Associate Economist
RAND Corporation

Spoken Word Performance by Trinity Lewis

Sponsored By

louisianashrm.shrm.org/louisiana-conference-human-resources

Keynote Address
9:15 AM – 10:30 AM | Sponsored by Transcendent Law Group

Marques Colston
Strategist | Entrepreneur | Champion

Intentional Leadership:
Unlocking Performance Through Diversity and Innovation
Marques Colston knows about performance. During a successful 10-year career with the New
Orleans Saints, he helped his team capture the first SuperBowl win in the franchise’s history.
Colston’s record-breaking statistics in touchdowns, receptions, and yardage earned him a
spot in both the New Orleans Saints and Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame. Still, his performance
off the field has been equally impressive. Colston’s role as an advisor, investor, and partner in
over 25 businesses has given him a front-row seat to what it takes to build and innovate highperforming companies and their teams.
In his keynote, Colston will tap into this knowledge and experience to help you find ways to
Create Separation™ and implement diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives that actually get
executed. Through his framework--for transformational change--he’ll guide you to spot
opportunities, build dynamic partnerships, increase strategic alliances, and lead with
intention. You will walk away with a new way of looking at strategic measures to create the
change you want to see!

Sponsored By

Marques Colston
Strategist | Entrepreneur | Champion
Marques Colston is the founder of Marques Colston Enterprises (MCE), a professional development
services company, which empowers organizations and growth-minded individuals to unlock creativity
and possibility to experience sustainable business success.
Creating Separation is a Mindset© inspired by his illustrious NFL career, spanning a decade. Marques’
game-changing methodology of ‘Creating Separation’ is the paradigm shift that has propelled him to
overcome adversity and experience seemingly unattainable accomplishments both personally and
professionally, over his lifetime.
“The reality is most business professionals have dealt with limitations external forces place on their
ability to succeed. The good news is they don’t have to accept them.” Marques is convinced you can
build professional success and transcend perceived limitations with the right mindset and strategies.
Marques’ sustained durable competitive advantage is Irrational Confidence™ -- A mindset shift rooted in
the belief that an individual can perform at seemingly unattainable levels due to having the right
mentality, well developed strategies, and grit.
Irrational Confidence™ was the contributing factor to the creation of employment opportunities,
community development outreach programs, and opportunities for athletes as a franchise owner in
professional football. Marques’ ventures have since expanded to business ownership, partnership,
investment and advisory roles for dozens of businesses and organizations.
The rigors and challenges experienced through his success and failure have uniquely positioned Marques
to empower entrepreneurs and business owners to open their minds to possibilities and create
meaningful value to fuel their business trajectory.
Currently, Marques serves on the advisory committee for NFL Players Inc., the licensing arm of the NFL
Players Association. He launched Venture Investing and Entrepreneurship for Professional Athletes, an
executive education program for current and former professional athletes at the prestigious Columbia
Business School. He has partnered with his alma mater, Hofstra University to create the Marques
Colston Fellowship, which provides experiential learning opportunities for student-athletes in health
majors. And is currently teaching entrepreneurship and life skills to undergraduate students as an
adjunct professor at the University of New Orleans.
Marques is a Super Bowl champion, inductee in the New Orleans Saints Hall of Fame and the Sports Hall
of Fame in both Pennsylvania and Louisiana. While an active player for the New Orleans Saints, he was
the all-time franchise leader in receptions, receiving yards, and total touchdowns.
Colston is a proud husband and father. He resides in the Greater Philadelphia area with his wife, Emily, a
real estate professional and health and fitness expert, and their two children, Austin and Mia. Shift your
thinking, develop strategies, achieve sustainable success.
Visit: https://marquescolston.xyz/

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Sponsored by NOLA SHRM

Sponsored by McCormick Zatarain’s

Theresa Agovino

Kelly Charles-Collins, ESQ., MBA

Workplace Editor
SHRM

CEO, Attorney, Speaker, Author & Consultant
HR Legally Speaking

Creating a Workplace that Embraces Working
Mothers
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a devasting effect
on women’s careers, especially those of working
mothers who have struggled to do their jobs while
homeschooling their children. Women held more
than half the jobs lost during the crisis, and a vaccine
isn’t going to fix the situation. The crisis laid bare
what was already lacking in the workplace such as
flexible scheduling, job-sharing opportunities, childcare benefits, and equal pay. Now, organizations can
use the lessons learned during the pandemic to
create a better workplace for women, and all their
employees.

Disrupt Unconscious Bias: Act on Facts, Not Fiction
Every second our brains receive millions of bits of
information. But we can only consciously process
about 40 of those bits. Those other bits result in
people making decisions based on learned
stereotypes, our background, environment and
personal experiences. You might know this as
“Unconscious Bias.” While everyone has it, there is a
price to be paid for unconscious bias if it is not
controlled or corrected. Our unconscious thoughts
negatively impact our organizations every day in ways
we probably don’t even realize. But it doesn’t have to
be that way. We have the power to discover and
leverage the true value of those around us and to
help others do the same. But it takes more than good
intentions. It takes action.
Learning objectives:
• Differentiate between unconscious bias and
discrimination
• Explore biases that are most prevalent in the
employee career cycle
• Analyze the tangible and intangible impact of
unconscious bias
• Develop practical strategies to uncover hidden
biases and facilitate inclusive interactions
• Gain practical tools to disrupt unconscious bias
and effectuate sustained change

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Sponsored by GNO, Inc.

Sponsored by BCBSLA

Chris Tyson

Jada Monica Drew

President & Chief Executive Officer
Build Baton Rouge

CEO
Social Designs

Equitable Development and Its Impact on Racial
Equity in Louisiana
Diversity acknowledges and encourages individual
differences that exist in any given setting. Inclusive
goals pursue that each person is valued, welcomed
and respected for their individual differences. The last
component in this continuum is Equity which ensures
that diversity and inclusion is achieved by identifying
barriers and creating opportunities that are accessible
to everyone regardless of their background. Equity,
therefore, is more of a state than a step. This
presentation will offer insight as to how systematic
racism has created a barrier throughout Louisiana and
caused a denial of equitable opportunities.

Fostering a Culture of Bravery in the Midst of
Division
Brave space is an open environment to challenge
others and be challenged. Participants will
learn how to use the Social Designs Dialogue
Principles as a tool for growing as a team and
becoming more effective communicators.

Attendees will
• Learn to identify systematic racial barriers;
• Gain insight into the impact of racial equity
throughout the state of Louisiana
• Understand how these barriers impact
opportunities in business
• Discuss the work needed to spur equitable
development to overcome those barriers

Attendees will:
• Learn key diversity, equity, and inclusion terms.
• Engage in interactive activities to understand the
impact of implicit bias and socialization
• Discuss relevant topics using the dialogue principle
framework
• Discover cultural differences and similarities
through storytelling.

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Sponsored by NOLA SHRM

Sponsored by BCBSLA

Bryan Martin

Tamara M. Rasberry, SHRM-CP, PHR

Program Manager for Inclusion Programs
SHRM Foundation

Owner
Rasberry Consulting, LLC

Hiring Untapped Pools of Talent
This presentation will provide participants an
overview of the SHRM Foundation inclusion initiatives
that seek to position individuals from untapped pools
of talent as key populations that provide incalculable
benefits to organizations. The presenter will provide
the latest research, trends and best practices for HR
professionals to provide equitable and inclusive
opportunities for both veterans and individuals with
criminal records, as well as others.

Let’s Talk About It! Mental Health Awareness and
Creating a Mental Health Friendly Workplace
The presentation will be about fostering mental
health awareness in the workplace.

Key Takeaways:
• A strong understanding of the business case for
hiring from “untapped pools of talent”
• Concepts and practices for implementing DE&I
strategy across all aspects of the employee
lifecycle
• SHRM Foundation resources that inform and equip
HR professionals to confidently hire and retain
individuals from “untapped pools of talent”.

Attendees will learn:
• A basic understanding of mental health and some
primary mental health disorders.
• Practices HR professionals can implement to
reduce the stigma around mental health disorders
in their workplaces.
• Examples of how various mental health disorders
may present in the workplace & how to educate
managers about them.
• How HR professionals can support individuals
dealing with mental health disorders, both directly
and indirectly.

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Sponsored by GNO, Inc

John Coffee IV, MBA
Director of Talent Acquisition & Technology
The Hanna Group

Steven Walesch
Vice President HR Talent Acquisition
Ochsner
Taking Action! 5 Steps to Improving Your Diversity
Hiring Strategy
Diversity and Inclusion within an organization has
never been more important or relevant than in
today's environment. In fact, studies show that
companies with a strong, diversified workforce tend
to perform better, generate more revenue and are
often perceived more amicably by the public than
their competitors! Assuring you have a strong
diversity hiring strategy is mission critical to
supporting a company's success. In this training, our
goal is to provide you with 5 tangible steps to take
action and immediately improve your diversity hiring
strategy today! This program will provide the tools to
develop a foundational blueprint for successful and
sustainable diversity hiring.
Presentation Learning Objectives:
1. Audit Your Current Diversity Hiring Process
2. Pick One Metric to Improve Your Diversity Hiring
Strategy
3. Enhance Your Diversity Sourcing Strategy
4. Promote Inclusiveness In Your Screening Process
5. Measure Your Success and Strive For Continued
Improvement

Sponsored by McCormick Zatarain’s

Dr. Helen Holton, IDI, CPED, CPCC, ICF,
CPA, SHRM-CP, PHR
Chief Thought Leader
Dr. Helen Holton and Associates
What’s the IDI? Why We Need It Now More Than
Ever
Our current climate is charged with confusion,
conflict and division. Culture, Diversity, and Inclusion
are impacting our reality, and they are also
interrelated components of our Intercultural
Competence. We’ll take a closer look at the
Intercultural Development Inventory, the IDI® and
gain a deeper understanding of why it matters;
especially today. We’ll begin with an exploration of
what the IDI® is, what’s it used for, and why does it
matter. As a human resources professional working
to increase inclusion within your organization or with
clients, the IDI® is a tool to consider.
Three (3) Learning Objectives:
• Understanding the IDI® as a DEI resource tool.
• Using the IDI® to deepen interpersonal
engagement.
• Application of the instrument with individuals,
teams, and organizations.

Diversity All-Star Panel:
Perspectives on Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion in Business
Sponsored by CLECO

Deborah Grimes, RN, JD, MSHQS

Normanique Preston

VP Chief of Diversity and Inclusion
Ochsner Health System

Chief Human Resources & Diversity Officer
Cleco Corporate Holdings LLC

Tamara J. Wyre, CIMA

Dr. Anthony C. Hood

Senior Vice President, Director of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion
Hancock Whitney

Panel Moderator
Executive Vice President and Chief Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Officer
First Horizon Bank
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2021 Excellence in Diversity Award Presentation
Friday, February 26th | 12:30 PM – 12:45 PM
Sponsored by Louisiana Youthforce NOLA

Past Winners
2021 - To Be Announced 2/26/2021
2020 - Blue Cross Blue Shield of Louisiana
2019 - Ochsner Health System

2018 - Entergy
2017 - BASF
2016 - Northrop Grumman

Sponsored By

louisianashrm.shrm.org/louisiana-conference-human-resources

Support Diversity & Inclusion!
Thanks to Our Sponsors:
Platinum Sponsor

Support Diversity & Inclusion!
Thanks to Our Sponsors:
Gold Sponsors

Support Diversity & Inclusion!
Thanks to Our Sponsors:
Gold Sponsors

Support Diversity & Inclusion!
Silver Sponsors

Support Diversity & Inclusion!
Bronze Sponsors

Check Out Your Local
Louisiana SHRM Chapters

annual.shrm.org

shrm.org/mlp/Pages/Veterans.aspx

2021 Louisiana Conference on Human Resources

louisianashrm.shrm.org/louisiana-conference-human-resources

gettingtalentbacktowork.org

